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STRUCTURE AND FOCUS
ENSURE EFFICIENT RISK
SESSIONS RISKID in engineering consultancy

Wieger van Weelden
Advisor Project Management, Risk Management and Permits at Tauw Nederland

Tauw Group is an international consulting engineering firm of over
1,200 employees, with a strong focus on a more sustainable and
better environment. Areas of expertise include water management,
air pollution, energy and infrastructure.

‘RISKID helps us to properly secure risk management in client projects. All project members
are more involved and almost intuitively develop an attitude of ownership and responsibility,
and raise risk awareness. They can better understand and assess risks, plus identify new ones.
The result? A dynamic process, which is a crucial asset for good risk management.’

‘RISKID means
longer-term
contracts and
more sales.’

‘Proper risk
management
leads to lower
failure costs.’

‘Five logical
steps provide
insight and
structure.’

Ideal tool for risk sessions
‘We have been using RISKID for many years for infrastructure and
environmental risk sessions with public authorities. Prior to the
sessions, project members have already identified and prioritized
risks online, making the sessions highly efficient and interactive.
Because we not only identify risks, but continue to monitor them,
we have longer-term contracts and simply more sales.’

Risk management has matured
‘In our risk sessions with clients, we see that risk management
has become a permanent part of Integral Project Management
(IPM), especially for larger projects, since the 2008 crisis.
Organizations are increasingly aware that proper risk management
and regular monitoring contribute to more efficiency and lower
failure costs. RISKID helps enormously with that.’

Empowering in consultancy
‘With the tool, all stakeholders automatically follow five logical steps:
starting with identifying and scoring risks, then discussing the risks
and defining measures in a session, to eventually monitoring the
progress in management dashboards. This provides insight and
structure, which enables us as consultants to help our clients with
risk management in a very simple and user-friendly way.’

Shared
‘Since everyone identifies
potential risks in advance,
risk sessions benefit from
a solid basis and shared
responsibility.’

Simple
‘The user interface is very
simple; users easily find their
way without long
instructions.’

Swift
‘Unlike with Excel, everyone
works with one version.
This saves a lot of time
before and during the
project and is less prone
to errors.’

RISKID is smart risk management software with a focus on
two aspects: collaboration and ease of use.
We believe that effective risk management is only possible
by involving all stakeholders in the risk analysis process and
in the easiest way possible. RISKID makes risk management
more interactive and increases risk awareness within the
organization. Thanks to a smart online tool that ensures
overview and ease of use. Published scientific studies from
Delft University of Technology show that our technology
contributes to time savings of at least 60%.

Risk management with RISKID
Shared, Simple, Swift
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